Throughout the book, Rappaport traces a distinction between culturalist projects and discourses of sovereignty. While culturalist projects are characterized by “an inward-looking emphasis on the revitalization of cultural specificity,” discourses of sovereignty “stress . . . transnational languages of minority rights that discursively and practically link the indigenous movement to other progressive social sectors and make possible negotiation with the state” (15). Through these categories, Rappaport explores “the articulation of the indigenous cultural project with the movement’s political objectives” (15). This move leads her to consider “the positioning of indigenous intellectuals in local and regional venues, as well as . . . the fluidity of their discursive practices within the diverse political contexts in which they operate” (15).

Based on ethnographic inquiry into specific cultural projects such as the PEB (Bilingual Education Program), the Nasa School of Thought, and shamanic research, Rappaport unearths the political underpinnings of these practices, and forces us to rethink the frontier between ‘culture’ and ‘politics;’ or between “culturalist discourses” and “discourses of sovereignty.”

She provides eloquent examples of how indigenous leaders and politicians face “the contradiction of simultaneously leading an indigenous community and representing the state” (265). She not only unearth how the practices of local and regional activists are intertwined, but also how “culturalist discourses” and “discourses of sovereignty” cannot be understood separately, as referring to mutually exclusive domains.

Rappaport invites us to think of culture as “a utopia, a projection toward the future” (273). Her book shows us how to do collaborative research in ways that are both political and academically relevant. In fact, Rappaport believes that it is not possible to measure indigenous theory and intellectuals against the grain of academia. The accomplishments of indigenous intellectuals may be “measured by how effectively they engage communities to bring projects to fruition in the local sphere” (274).

———Esteban Rozo, Anthropology and History, University of Michigan
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“If culture lies in transmitted ways of knowing how to clothe society’s needs in imaginative form, this monograph shows how a specific community of poetry fans turns culture toward ethical ends. Such a project underscores the centrality of anthropology and the humanities to studies of liberal political formations” (p. 456). So Flagg Miller concludes his richly descriptive ethnography of cassette poetry in Yemen. Based on ethnographic and linguistic research since
1995, Miller contextualizes the evolution and fluorescence of the audiocassette as a medium of poetic communication in the southern Yemeni region of Yafi’i. Case studies are often ignored except by scholars with an interest in the specific area, but this should be an exception. He tells us much about the poetry, but his exploration of the political and social dimensions of the genre in a tribal area buffered historically by the British colonial presence in Aden, a socialist regime, and recently the nationalism of Yemeni unity, demands a wider readership. By privileging ethnography (4), the author demonstrates how the study of culture can be rescued from the proliferation of scholarly works that mainly focus on texts out of context.

Flagg Miller builds on Steven Caton’s and Jean Lambert’s earlier work on Yemeni poetry and song, but makes an original and substantive contribution in his analysis of a specific poetic form known as bid’ wa jiwab (initiation and response), a local form of the traditional Arabic qasidah. The choice of this genre is advantageous for several reasons: it is less understood than any other poetic form, is still in the process of evolving as an inter-textual combination of oral and writing skills, and carries moral and nostalgic resonance for Yemeni communities at home and in diaspora. Miller documents the form in detail, with a focus on Yafi’i poets he interviewed and observed, and famous poets discussed in the communities he visited. One of the most famous examples of the genre, a poetic pairing by Husain al-Haddad and Shaikh Bin Sab’ah, is analyzed in the text and is also appended in its entirety in transliteration and translation.

The author is a competent Arabist, assisted in the field by consultation with poets themselves. Beyond the linguistic aspects, Miller unravels the process of poetic construction for the medium of the cassette. His analysis extends beyond the poets and their works to a history of the recording process in the region and the industry as such. This includes study of cassette shops and interviews with their owners, including a famous shop in Aden with a wide selection of Yafi’i cassettes. There are only limited comparisons to other parts of Yemen in the text, though footnotes provide extensive guidance on relevant ethnographic research there.

Miller’s style is a combination of ethnographic observation and critical commentary on the process of poetic dueling to foster a moral ethic that crosses the stereotyped divide between tribes and sedentary towns, and the pulls between nationalism and Islamic values. He sums up his broader theoretical contribution as “a semiotics of media apperception that hinges on authorship and graphic tropes” (454). The frequent references to critical scholarship (from Nietzsche to Gramsci and Judith Butler) may be difficult for beginning students to digest, but Miller is to be commended for grounding his case study in wider critical debates. Unlike some books that separate theory from the documentation, this one incorporates insights as they are relevant, although many are buried in footnotes. The length of the text is due in part to the depth of ethnographic detail, but also to each chapter’s extensive notes.
The book’s central thesis is that the cassette poem allows for its creators and audience an aesthetic form of moral resonance. By “resonance,” Miller refers to the creative tension produced by the nature of the medium itself, one that freezes an oral performance and may extend it over a large distance, but which also offers an opportunity to respond. The Yafi’ context suggests a “tribal metropolitanism” (188), in which tribal values and identity are expressed through oral performance undergoing new forms of inscription, notably the cassette recording. This stylistic heterogeneity of tribal discourses suggests that the stereotype of Yemeni tribes as “purely oral” should be replaced with a view that, rather than pigeonholing literary genres, recognizes the interaction of styles in the politicized grounding of local culture. The moral aspect refers to the sense of responsibility of the poet, the focus on character for both the local audience and the wider cultural context of Yemen, and indeed the Arab world.

———Daniel Martin Varisco, Hofstra University
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For many readers, the name Tom Dillehay evokes the archaeological site known as Monte Verde and recent theories about the peopling of the Americas. However, the present book, though published in “Cambridge Studies in Archaeology,” contains surprisingly little archaeological analysis. Instead, it is a truly interdisciplinary study of the development of social life since the 1500s in the Purén and Lumaco valley region, in modern-day Chile. Most of Dillehay’s arguments here are based on his own ethnographic research and on ethnohistorical sources from the colonial period. The archaeological data he has gathered through numerous excavations remain in the background, and he promises a future book dedicated to that.

It is difficult to summarize such a long and rigorous book, but let me highlight two large problems the author intends to address. One is the social, political, and cultural aspects of mound building activities in this area, and their roles in the formation of what he calls—following colonial sources—the Araucanian “estado” (not to be confused with an actual state) that developed in response to the Spanish invasion. Dillehay’s contribution here is not limited to the area under study, however, and will cast light on other mound building cultures.

A second objective of this book is to examine the notion of “complexity” as used in the archaeological literature and expose its limitations through analysis of the Araucanian or Mapuche case. One might question Dillehay’s terminology: though he explains his choice of “Araucanian” to refer to the past societies